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We are considering a system of two rigid bodies S, and Sa, where the body 
Se can rotate about its center of Inertia C, , which Is fixed In S . The 
system Is assumed to be isolated, which means that both the prlncipai vector 
of the external forces V and the principal moment of the external forces 
UP about an arbitrary point 0 , are equal zero. When such a system moves 
in an inertial system of coordinate Its principal vector Q and Its prln- 
clpal vector of angular momentum l! remain invariant. 

Let us consider two kinds of motion; In the 
S, and S, form a single body, In the second one 

ft;yttgrbL;t 2: t;;t;;;;;; 

by internal forces rotates with respect to S,. Under the aboveacondltlons 
we have the following theorem: the difference of the kinetic energies 

T (2) - T(1+2) 2 0 (1) 

In other words, to maintain the Initiated motions we must expend geqg, 
hence the notion that we can transfer the energy f gm the body S, 
body Sa and utilize It for useful work Is faulty 1 ). 

The proof is based on direct calculation of the difference (1) when Q 
and p remain constant. Let r = OC be the radius vector of the center 
of inertia C, of the body S, ; v be the velocity vector of C,; IN be 
the angular velocity vector of the body S,. Then 

QL= WV, Kl” = r xQ1 + @‘q ZT, = ni,v= + 0.t3~‘.0 (2) 

where VI, is the mass, 8” Is the Inertia tensor of S at the point C, . 
tailing p = C,C, the radius vector of the point Cp wiih respect C, we have 
also 

Q.=w(v-i-ox P) 

Ka”=(r+p)xQa+@We+o (3) 

2T, = m, I v + 0 X ~1s t (0 + a,.) @‘*(o + @r) 

where IN, Is the 
Using the 

velocity vector of the body Se with respect to S,. 

After that we find 
-j- 44 = Q we can determine v , hence (I and 44. 

K0 = KIO + Ka” = R XQ + 8,.0 9 e,-@ + 3) (4) 

“) Thie,note resulted from the study of a proposed invention of an engine 
designed to use the energy of Earth’s rotation through a certain gyroscopic 
contraption. 
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q,) = 2 (Tl -I- T,) = mQ; ~+o.el~~+(o+o,).e~~(~+ca,~ (5) 
Here 

e1 = ecfi + %+““m, WP.P - PP). e* = w, R = r + mlm, p 
n, + ma 

(6) 

(R ia the radius vector OC of the center of Inertia C of the whole sys- 
tem, E is a unit tensor, 
product.). 

p*p Is the scalar product, pp Is the dyadlc 

*Denoting the angular velocity vector of the system S,, S, by 00, when 
a,.= 0, we have 

KC =K" -RxQ=(81+8s).o"=8~.0,+8a.(o+o,) (7) 
and further 

2 (T(Z) -Tti+aj) = 0. (8, + %).a + &.e2.ar f be2.~,. --o”.(el+e,) d (8) 
But according to (7) (*) 

aO--= (e,+ ea)-i.er.~, =0,.e2. (el+ e2)-1 (9) 

Here (@I+ 6) Is the tensor with the matrix of components, which e uals 
the inverse matrix of components of the tensor @,+ 8,. Using (7) and 
and performing substitutions In (8) we obtain 

P 8) 

2 (T(2) - T(,,)) = ~,.ea.~,-((8~-~).(e1+ea).(0~-~) = 

= o,.[ea-ee,.(el+ez)-l.eal*o,= CU,.Q.O, (W 

where Q Is the tensor shown In the brackets. In matrix notation WC have 

Q= es-ea(el+ e2)-lea, (el+ ea)ea-IQ =el +es-ea=el (W 
and further 

Q = (81-l + &-1)-l 

and, since e,, 8, are positive definite matrices, such must be also q. 
The theorem is proved. It is valid Independently of the size of the bodies, 
of their angular velocities, and also of the character of the forces of 
mutual action between the bodies. The simple formula which follbws Is of 
Interest 

Translated by T.L. 

l ) In matrix notation these equations are written In the form 

o” - w = (e, + ea)-~e80,. (00--6~oy= tO;ee(el+el)-l 
where prime denotes a transpose of,a matrix. 


